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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we introduce and investigate the notation of SK open set and SK closed set. We obtain 
fundamental properties of SK open set and SK closed set and discuss the relation between SK open set and SK closed 
set and other related sets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Levine [1] introduced generalized closed sets in topology as a generalization of closed sets. This concept was 
found to be useful and many results in general topology were improved. Many researchers like Arya et al [2], 
Balachandran et al [3], Bhattarcharya et al [4], Arockiarani et al [5], Gnanambal [6] Malghan [7], Nagaveni [8] and 
Palaniappan et al [9] have worked on generalized closed sets. In this paper, the notion of sg-interior is defined and 
some of its basic properties are investigated. Also we introduce the idea of sg-closure in topological spaces using the 
notions of sg-closed sets and obtain some related results. Throughout the paper, X and Y denote the topological spaces 
(X,휏) and (X,휎)  respectively and on which no separation axioms are assumed unless otherwise explicitly stated. In 
1937, regular open sets were introduced and used to define the semi-regularization space of a topological space. 
Throughout this paper,(X,휏) and (Y,휎) stand for topological spaces with no separation axioms assumed unless 
otherwise stated. For a subset A of X, the closure of A and the interior of A will be denoted by cl(A) and int(A), 
respectively. Stone [10] defined a subset A of a space X to be a regular open if   AclA int . Norman Levine [11] 
defined a subset A of a space X to be a semi-open if  AclA int , or equivalently, a set A of a space X will be 
termed semi- open if and only if there exists an open set U such that UclAU  . Mashhour et al. [12] defined a 
subset A of a space X to be a preopen if  AclA int . Njastad [13] defined a subset A of a space X to be an 훼-
open if  AclA intint . The complement of a semi-open (resp., regular open) set is said to be semi-closed [14] 
(resp., regular closed). The intersection of all semi-closed sets of X containing A is called the semi-closure [15] of A. 
The union of semi-open sets of X contained in A is called the semi-interior of A. Joseph and Kwack [16] introduced the 
concept of 휃-semi open sets using semi-open sets to improve the notion of S-closed spaces. Also Joseph and Kwack 
[16] introduced that a subset A of a space X is called 휃-semi-open if for each Ax  , there exists a semi-open set G 
such that  AGclGx   . It is well-known that, a space X is called TI if to each pair of distinct points x, y of X, 
there exists a pair of open sets, one containing x but not y and the other containing y but not x, as well as is TI if and 
only if for any point Xx , the singleton set x  is closed. A space X is regular if for each  Xx and each open 
set G containing x, there exists an open set H such that  

 KNGHclHx .. . Ahmed [17] defined a topological space (X,휏) to be s**-normal if and only if for every 
semi-closed set F and every semi-open set G containing F, there exists an open set H such that

 GHclHF   . In 1968, Velicko [18], defined the concepts of 훿-open and 휃-open as, a subset A of a space 
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X is called 훿-open (resp., 휃-open) if for each Ax , there exists an open set G such that  AGclGx  int  
(resp.,  AGclGx  ). Di Maio and Noiri [19] introduced that a subset A of a space X is called semi- 휃 -open 
if for each Ax   , there exists a semi-open set G such that  AGsclGx   . The family of all open (resp., 
semi-open, 훼-open, pre-open, θ-semi-open, semi-θ-open, θ-open, δ-open, regular open, semi-closed and regular closed) 
subsets of a topological space (X,휏) are denoted by  (resp., XSO , XO , XpO , XSO  , XOS ,

XO , XO , XRO , XSC and XRC  ). 
 

II. PRELIMINARIES 
 

Definition :2.1 A subset A of a space X is called 
(i) A preopen set if  AclA int  and a preclosed if  AAcl int . 
(ii) A regular open set if  AclA int  and regular closed set if  AclA int . 
(iii) A semi open set if  AclA int  and semi closed set if  AAcl int . 
Definition 2.2: A subset A of a space X is called 
 (i) g-closed set[1] if  UAcl   whenever UA  and U is open in X . The complement of g-closed set is g-open 
set. 
(ii) semi generalized closed set [4] (sg-closed) if  UAscl   whenever UA and U is semi open in X. The 
complement of sg-closed set is sg-open set. 
(iii) generalized preclosed set [7] (gp-closed) if  UAcl int whenever UA  and U is open in X. The 
complement of gp-closed set is gp-open set. 
Definition 2.3: Let X be a topological space and let Xx . A subset N of X is said to be sg -neighbourhood of x if 
there exists a sg -open set G such that NGx  . 
Definition 2.4: A subset A of a space X is called Bc-open if for each XBOAx  ,there exists a closed set F 
such that AFx  . The family of all Bc-open subsets of a topological space  ,X  is denoted by  ,XBcO  
or (Briefly. XBcO ). The complement of Bc-open set is called Bc-closed set. 
Definition 2.5:[20] A subset A of a space X is called b-open if   AclAclA intint  . The family of all b-
open subsets of a topological space  ,X  is denoted by  ,XBO  or (Briefly XBO ). The complement of 
b-open set is called b-closed set. 
Definition 2.6: Let A be a subset of X.  A point Ax  is said to be sg-interior point of A is a sg-neighbourhood of x.  
The set of all sg-interior points of A is called the sg-interior of A and is denoted by sg-int(A). 
Definition 2.7: Let A be a subset of a space X.  We define the sg-closure of A to be the intersection of all sg-closed 
sets containing A.  In symbols,    XsgcFAFAclsg  : . 
 

III. SK OPEN SET 
 

Definition 3.1: A set A is said to be SK open set if 
(i) A is BcO(X)[22] and 
(ii) A is Sg-open[21]. 

Example 3.1: Let  cbaX ,,  with topology     babaX ,,,,,  , 

휏     cbcacX ,,,,,, and U=X. Then SK open set =    cabaX ,,,,, . 
Theorem 3.1: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that if A is SK open set then A is regular open set in X.(U=X) 
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Proof: Let A be SK open set in X. 
Then A is BcO(X) and Sg-open in X. 

AF   where F is closed      (By the definition of BcO(X)). 
(ie)  AFFCl  . 

 .AFCl   
  .intint AAFcl   since A is open 
 .int AFcl   
 .int AAcl   since AF  ……….(1) 
AClA  . 

  .intint AclA   
 AclA int ………….(2) 

From (1) and (2) 
 

 A is regular open. 
Converse of the above theorem is also true. 
Example 3.2:  Let  cbaX ,,  ,      cbcacaX ,,,,,,,   and 
휏 =      cbbaabX ,,,,,,,  and U = X . Then SK open set =    cbaX ,,,, , regular open =

   cbaX ,,,,  and regular closed=    cbaX ,,,, . 
The elements {a},{b,c} are in SK open set and in regular open.  
Also the above example said regular open = regular closed. 
Theorem 3.2: Let (X,휏) be a topological space . Prove that if A is SK open set then A is regular closed in X. 
Proof: From the theorem3.1 and example3.1 obviously proved. 
Theorem 3.3: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that if A is SK closed set then A is regular open and regular 
closed in X. 
Example 3.3:  Let  cbaX ,, ,      cbcacaX ,,,,,,,   and 
휏 =      cbbaabX ,,,,,,,  and U = X. Then SK closed set =    cbaX ,,,, , regular open =

   cbaX ,,,,  and regular closed=    cbaX ,,,, . 
Hence regular open = regular closed. 
Theorem 3.4: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that if A is SK open set then A is semiclosed in X. Converse is 
need not be true.(U=X) 
Proof: Let A be SK open set in X. 
Then A is BcO(X) and sg open in X. 

AF   Since A is Bc open 
 FFcl   Since F is closed by the definition of BcO(X) 
 AFFcl   

 AFcl   
  AFcl intint   

 AFcl  int  Since A is Bc open 
 AAcl  int  

Hence A is semi closed. 
 

 AclA int
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Converse, 
Example:3.4 Let  cbaX ,, ,      cbbabaX ,,,,,,,   , 
휏 =      cbbacaX ,,,,,,,  and U = X  

(i) Semi closed set =      cbcacaX ,,,,,,,  
(ii) SK open set =     cbbaaX ,,,,,,  

Here the element {a} is in semi closed set but not in SK open set. 
Theorem 3.5: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that every SK open set is semi open set in X. Converse is need 
not be true.(U =X) 
Example 3.5: Let  cbaX ,,  with topology     cacbcbX ,,,,,,,   

휏       cababaX ,,,,,,,  and U = X 

(i)  SK open set =    cabX ,,,, and 
(ii) semi open set =.      cbcacbX ,,,,,,,  

Here the element {b} is in both SK open set and semi open set and the element {c} is in semi open set but not in SK 
open set. 
Theorem 3.6: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that if A is SK open set then A is semi generalized closed set 
(sg-closed) in X. Converse is need not be true.(U =X) 
Proof: Let A be SK open set in X. 
Then A is BcO(X) and sg open in X. 

AF   
 AFcl    Since F is closed 

 AFscl   Since every closed set is semi closed 
 UAscl    Since UA , U is semi open 

Since A is sg open. 
 A is sg closed. 
Converse, 
Example:3.6 Let  cbaX ,, ,      cbbacbX ,,,,,,,  , 
휏 =      cabacaX ,,,,,,,  and U = X 

(i) SK open set =    bacX ,,,,  
(ii) sg closed set =      bacacaX ,,,,,,,  

Here the element {a,c} is in sg closed set but not in SK open set. 
Theorem 3.7: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that every SK closed set is semi generalized open (sg-open) in X. 
Converse is need not be true.(U =X) 
Example 3.7: Let  cbaX ,, ,      cbbacbX ,,,,,,,  , 
휏 =      cabacaX ,,,,,,,  and U = X 

(i) SK closed set =    bacX ,,,,  
(ii) sg open set =      cbbacbX ,,,,,,,  

Here the element {c} is in both SK closed set and sg open set and {b,c} is in sg open set but not in SK closed set. 
Theorem 3.8: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that if A is SK open set then A is pre open set in X. Converse is 
need not be true.(U =X) 
Proof: Let A be SK open set in X.  
Then A is BcO(X) and sg open in X. 
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AF   
  AclFcl   

AclF   
AclA  

   AclA intint       Since int(A) = A 
  AclA int   

Hence the result. 
Converse, 
Example:3.8 Let  cbaX ,, ,    bacX ,,,,  ,휏 =    bacX ,,,,  and U = X 

(i) SK open set =    bacX ,,,,  
(ii) Pre open set =        cbcabacbaX ,,,,,,,,,,   

Here the element {c} is in both SK open set and pre open set. The element {a} is in pre open but not in SK open set.  
Theorem 3.9: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that if A is SK closed set then A is pre open set in X. Converse is 
need not be true.(U =X) 
Example 3.9 Let  cbaX ,, ,      cbcacaX ,,,,,,,   
,휏 =      cbbabaX ,,,,,,,  and U = X 

(i) SK closed set =    cbaX ,,,,  
(ii) Pre open set =      cbcacaX ,,,,,,,   

Here the element {a} is in both SK closed set and pre open set. The element {c} is in pre open but not in SK closed set. 
Theorem 3.10: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that if A is SK open set then A is generalized preclosed set (g-
preclosed) in X. Converse is need not be true.(U =X) 
Example 3.10 Let  cbaX ,, ,      bacacaX ,,,,,,,  , 
휏 =      cbbacbX ,,,,,,,  and U = X 

(i) SK open set =    bacX ,,,,  
(ii) g-preclosed set =        cbcabacbaX ,,,,,,,,,,   

Here the element {c} is in both SK open set and g-preclosed set. The element {a} is in g-preclosed but not in SK open 
set. 
Theorem 3.11: Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Prove that if A is SK closed set then A is generalized preclosed set (g-
preclosed) in X. Converse is need not be true.(U =X) 
Example:3.11 Let  cbaX ,, ,      cbbabaX ,,,,,,,   , 
휏 =      cbbacaX ,,,,,,,  and U = X  

(i) g-preclosed =        cbcabacbaX ,,,,,,,,,,  
(ii) SK closed set =     cbcaX ,,,,,  

Here the element {a} is in both SK closed set and g-preclosed set. The element {b} is in g-preclosed but not in SK 
closed set. 
 

IV. PROPERTIES OF SK OPEN SETS 
 

Let (X,휏) be a topological space. Let A and B be the SK open sets, 
(i) BABA   
(ii) (퐴 ∪ 퐵) = 퐴 ∪ 퐵  
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(iii) (퐴 ∩ 퐵) = 퐴 ∩ 퐵  
The above properties are true for SK closed sets. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

1. SK open set is subset of the following sets 
(i) Semi open,(ii) Pre open (iii) g-open (iv) g-preopen 
2. SK closed set is subset of the following sets 
(i) Semi closed (ii) Pre closed (iii) g-closed (iv) g-preclosed 
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